Index for a category at an interval's initial time point Index for a category at an interval's final time point
Equations
The equations follow Pontius et al. 1 and Aldwaik and Pontius 2 . A program to facilitate the Intensity Analysis calculations is available from https://sites.google.com/site/intensityanalysis/ 2 The amount of swap for each category j:
Absolute value of net change for category j:
Total change for each category:
Annual intensity of change during interval [ , +1 ]:
Value of uniform line for time intensity analysis:
Intensity of gross annual gain of category j during interval [ , +1 ]:
100% Equation 6
Intensity of gross annual loss of category i during interval [ , +1 ]:
100% Equation 7
Annual intensity of transition from category i to category n during interval [ , +1 ]:
Value of uniform intensity of annual transition to category n from all non-n categories at time during interval [ , +1 ]:
Equation 9 Annual intensity of transition from category m to category j during interval [ , +1 ]:
Value of uniform intensity of annual transition from category m to all non-m categories at time +1 during interval [ , +1 ]:
Equation 11
Systematic KwaZulu-Natal land-cover transitions 
Ingonyama Trust Board (ITB) and non-ITB interval and categorical gain and loss graphs

Photographic examples of land-covers and transitions occurring in KwaZulu-Natal
Photo: John Craigie, Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 
